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$MANDOX is an ERC-20 token launched on 11/26/21. $MANDOX
is a token formed to bridge the gap between crypto currency and
NFTs. It is a platform where crypto enthusiasts, as well as crypto
artists, can have a safe place to come and venture deep into the

cryptoverse.
 

At Mandox artists will have the capability to market their NFTs, as
well as their Music. With a purchase of $MANDOX, you can

simply register your art on our platform, making it your platform.
$MANDOX is a community driven platform with big plans to give
back, with two percent of every transaction going to a “Missions”

Wallet. When you join up with Mandox, you will be joining
something bigger than crypto, you are joining a movement, a

movement to help yourself and others around the world.
 

WELCOME TO MANDOX
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OUR MISSION

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR GUATEMALA MISSION

The core of Mandox is to help those in need. Thats why 2% of the
reflections of every buy / sell of our token will be directed to a
Missions wallet that will enable us to branch out in our desire to

help fight poverty and those with desperate and unfortunate
realties.

 
With feet on the ground in Guatemala, we are constantly trying to
change people's lives. With $MANDOX, it allows everyone to get

their feet in, see the changes being made, and enjoy Crypto to
the fullest. There is so much money involved in crypto, yet the

littlest things can change someone's life drastically.
 

$MANDOX will do just that and bring financial freedom to some
new faces in the space. Welcome along on this amazing journey

of Mandox Token.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zRhRSW4E08


TOKENOMICS

PASSIVE INCOME
2% of every transaction with $MANDOX is
deducted and redistributed to our pool of
holders. It means that just by holding it you will
see the number of tokens increasing
automatically everyday as the community
transacts.

MISSIONS
2% of every transaction with $MANDOX is
deducted and redistributed to our Missions
Wallet. This will allow us to help missions and
people in need all across the world.

BURN
2% of every transaction with $MANDOX is
deducted and redistributed to a burn Wallet.
This will constantly reduce the active circulating
supply of the token.

MARKETING
2% of every transaction with $MANDOX is
deducted and redistributed to our Marketing
Wallet. This will allow us to continue developing
the project with the best quality possible.
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ROADMAP

Release 100 MadMando NFT Collection
$Mandox Token Pre-Sale to MadMando NFT
Holders
Initial Token Offering
Usher In New Website
Publish Whitepaper
1000+ Holders
2000+ Telegram Members
Coingecko Listing
Coinmarketcap Listing
Contract Audit
Techrate Audit
Certik Audit

EPISODE 1

First Operation Completed With Missions Wallet
7,000+ Holders
Broadcast Marketing Operation (Twitter, Tik Tok,
and Instagram)
15 ,000+ Telegram Members
Listings on Small Exchanges
Release the first 5 ,000 NFTs of the MandoX
Launch Creation X (NFT Platform)

EPISODE 2

Five Completed Operations With Missions Wallet
MandoxBeats (Music Launch Pad)
50,000+ Holders
More Listings on Bigger Exchanges
Release the Final 5 ,000 NFTs of the Mandox

EPISODE 3
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HOW TO BUY

Mandox is currently available to purchase on Uniswap
under ticker: $MANDOX. 

 
Please make sure you copy and paste the correct

contract below when adding the token to your ETH
wallet and when purchasing $MANDOX on Uniswap.

 
 

Register an ETH account on Metamask or Coinbase. 
Go to Uniswap and add our token address above. 
Connect your Metamask or Coinbase Wallet to Uniswap. 
Buy Eth or transfer to your Metamask or Coinbase Wallet. 
Set Slippage from 5-10% 
Swap your Eth for $MANDOX 
You are now part of the Mandox community! 

    How to buy: 
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Contract Address: 
0xAFbF03181833aB4E8DEc24D708a2a24c2bAaa4a4 
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MANDOX NFTS

An expanding universe starts to unfold. Follow the
journey as we continue to unveil more details.

 
 

CHECK OUR FIRST 100 MANDOX COLLECTION
 

 
 CHECK OUR NFTS COLLECTION

 

https://opensea.io/collection/madmandos
https://opensea.io/collection/madmandos
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MEET THE TEAM

Luke
CEO

Designer / NFT Dev &
Missions Organizer

 

Nick
CTO

Development &
Contract Dev

 
 

Mark
CISO

Business Management &
Legal

 
 

Travis
CE

Design & Development
 
 

Sean
CAO

Business Management &
Marketing

 

Ryan
CMO

Management & Marketing
 
 

Justin
COO

Marketing, Contact &
Management

 
 

Carolyn
CFO

Business Management &
Accounting

 
 
 



JOIN THE
MANDOX 
MILITIA
CLICK HERE

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY
TELEGRAM

YOUTUBE

TWITTER

FACEBOOK

DISCORD

REDDIT

WEBSITE

DEXTOOLS

ETHERSCAN
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